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Swtor beginner guide 2017

Main Skills: Telekinetic Wave - Sends a Wave of Televic Energy that causes damage to several enemies within the target area.Turbolence - causes internal damage to a single target.telekinetic Ã ¢ â € " Ã £ o with a quick bust of forcing power and offers Damage.telekineetic bursting an explosion of teleinetic powr that causes damage and slows the
target for a few seconds. The swtor will allow you to throw all 8 original class history for free at the level 50. Which classes are available in two factions, four classes per faction there are eight major classes in Star Wars: The Old Republic. Main Skills: Force Melter - Ask for the power of strength to build focus and melt the target, making it
burn.Cauterize - reaches the target of direct damage and makes it burn for elemental damage over time. Slash "reaches the target with both The sabers of mass damage lights. The Load Saber "Cobra Your Light Sabers With Mortal Energy and Drive Your Closely Body Attacks To Body. Main Skills: Focused Burst - Explosed the target with a powerful
force explosion of force. Jump" jumps for a target , deal with damage and immobilize it for a moment. Exhaustion "Progressively slows the target." Movement and damage over time.Centrated slice - slice target by a mass damage. Main Skills: Predata Volts - addresses energetic damage to the target and slows down its movement, stuns weaker
enemies.Dark Endoce - involves you in a dark wing that increases your shield chance for a time period. Causes Multiple targets to receive damage and slow down your movement, causing them to cause less damage.Force pull - use the force to draw the target, instantly pulling it to your location and generating threat. Upon climbing, utility points will
be granted to you. This will help you get a better understanding of how things Seer (curator) The seer seer is the rejuvenation master of Consulars, assisting with an array of Force healing powers that grant allies the strength to continue through even the harshest of encounters. For some of the the Disciplines I have written detailed guides. Links:
Dirty Fighting (Damage) As a Smuggler who finds nothing honorable about losing in a scrap, the Dirty Fighting Gunslinger doesn¢ÃÂÂt pull punches, Lobbed bombs and cheap shots are just a sampling of their bag of cruel tricks that can cause their target untold continuous suffering while the Gunslinger stands back with a satisfied smile. Preferred
style: Stealth, Vyproknives, Darts, Assault Rifle. Annihilation (Damage) Annihilation doesn¢ÃÂÂt have to be instantaneous¢ÃÂÂand that¢ÃÂÂs how the Annihilation Marauder likes it. Kinetic Combat (Tank) A powerful connection to the Force allows the Kinetic Combat Shadow to draw attention while also warding off the enemies¢ÃÂÂ attacks. Links:
Virulence (Damage) Some Agents prefer a less direct method of eliminating a target, such as an administering poison. Key abilities: Grav Round ¢ÃÂÂ Fires a round that creates a gravity vortex on the target, crushing its armor.Demolition Round ¢ÃÂÂ Fires a demolition round that explodes on contact, dealing massive damage.Vortex Bolt ¢ÃÂÂ Fires
a bolt that deals damage and makes your next Grav Round instant.Boltstorm ¢ÃÂÂ Fires a continious stream of bolts. Base Class: Gunslinger.Ã ÂMaster of the trick shot and willing to take advantage of every opportunity, the Gunslinger learns how to fire two blasters at once, specializing in long-range combat. Defense (Tank) The great protector
among Jedi Knights, the Defense Guardian is able to withstand even the most brutal assaults, and can give as good as they take. Rushing into battle with skilled precision, the barrage of overwhelming strikes increase the Combat Sentinel¢ÃÂÂs vigor until their enemy is little more than a memory. While you can play each one of these and advanced
classes separately, they are actually connected. Links: Arsenal (damage) Arsenal's mercenary is specialized in attacks in the distance, employing long-range weapons to demolish someone unlucky enough to be in their sight. All Sith killers use the force to hide and move in an invisible way, as well as learning how to use the sabers of two mines. The
Jedi fulfilled, sending most of the superior members of the Order to Alderaan, leaving only a forcing of token in the temple in Coruscant. Available combat disciplines: Bodyguard, Arsenal, Innovative Ordnance. All agents learn to move furtively - moving away or surprising enemies - and thorough-year-round graders that cause short-range damage and
prevent an enemy from fleeing. Links: Assault specialist using the chaos of the battlefield to its advantage is the fort of the assault specialist. All Jedi Subs adopt the teachings of the force and can choose to learn the art of the seer, healing wounded allies and protecting them from damage - restoring their vital force and literally pulling them out of
danger; Telekineate, distorting reality and moving soft waves of energy that separate the enemies of a broadcast; E Balance, deploying the power of the force to improve the techniques of saber and weaken enemies in combat. Able to command the powers of the dark force that assaults many targets at the same time or SAP an enemy, the own essence
of distance, the diode killer can also be face to face against any enemy. Main Skills: Shatter - Channels forces on your Light Saber and cause instantaneous damage More damage over time for your target.Imale - Empales the target of arms.hew - throws the main light saber On a target, deal with weapon damage and slowing down your movement.
Bluegeful Slam "beats his weapon on the ground, causing a shock wave mu mu ,ovitruf otnic mu alabme lerdnuocS o ,retsalB ytsurT mu ed m©ÃlA .sogimini soir¡Ãv acifinad and a medpac¢ÃÂÂeverything you need to get in, knock the enemy for a loop and get out alive. Key abilities: Healing Scan ¢ÃÂÂ Heals a friendly target.Kolto Missile ¢ÃÂÂ heals
multiple allies within the targeted area.Kolto Shell ¢ÃÂÂ Doploys a Kolto Shell that heals the target when it takes damage.Progressive Scan ¢ÃÂÂ Heals an ally over a short channeled duration and multiple allies with the final shot of the channel. They are masters of subterfuge, feared by even the most terrible opponents. Sages are famed for their
wisdom and empathy as much as for their powerful healing and defensive skills. Preferred style: Damage from distance, Sniper Rifles. Unstoppable and utterly fearless, Vanguards are the first and best line of defense in the Republic military. Some of the classic companions are still missing after the events from Knights of the Fallen Empire. Available
Combat Disciplines: Darkness, Deception, Hatred. Key abilities: Explosive Charge ¢ÃÂÂ Attaches an explosive charge to the target, that detonates when the target takes damage.Shock Charge ¢ÃÂÂ Hurls an electric shock device that deals energy damage over time to the target.Incendiary Grenade ¢ÃÂÂ Throws an incendiary device that sets the
area on fire, damaging and slowing all targets insideSabotage ¢ÃÂÂ Deals energy damage to a target already affected by Shock Charge. Key abilities: Aegis Assault ¢ÃÂÂ Increases damage reduction, generates rage and deals damage to the target with a series of melee attacks.Crushing Blow ¢ÃÂÂ Deals weapon damage, enables Retaliation and
provides a series of boosts for Ã Âyour next attacks.Backhand ¢ÃÂÂ Bashes the target, stunning it for a few seconds and generating high threat.Invincible ¢ÃÂÂ Reduces all damage taken for a big amount for several seconds. A Darkness Assassin acts in defense of their allies, using the dark side of the Force to ward off attacks and launch powerful
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time.Immolate ¢ÃÂÂ Sprays the target with fuel and ignites it into a fireball.Scorch ¢ÃÂÂ Ignites the target with a blast of fire, causing them to burn and moves to next target if the first one dies. Snipers can also opt to learn the skills of Engineering, using probes and other gadgets to deal additional damage; Marksmanship, shooting from cover and
focusing on precise, high-damage attacks; and Lethality, utilizing deadly toxins to poison their enemies. Key abilities: Force Balance ¢ÃÂÂ Deals internal damage and redistributes life from affected targets to heal you.Squelch ¢ÃÂÂ Squelches the target, dealing instant damage and additional damage over time.Sever Force ¢ÃÂÂ Weakens the target,
freezing it in place for short time and dealing internal damage over time.Serenity Strike ¢ÃÂÂ Redistributes life from an enemy, dealing damage to the target and healing you. Guardians can opt to learn Vigilance, developing attacks that power through weaker opponents with ease and concentrating on fewer strikes that hit harder; Defense,
redirecting enemies¢ÃÂÂ attacks against the Guardian¢ÃÂÂs allies toward the Guardian¢ÃÂÂs sturdy self; and Focus, specializing in advanced Force techniques to increase the potency of lightsaber attacks and perform telekinetic feats to hamper opponents. If you want to continue past that point, you will have to consider a Subscription. Key
abilities: Cascading Debris ¢ÃÂÂ Channels the target, dealing damage while channeling the attack and slows their movement.Kinetic Ward ¢ÃÂÂ Erects ad kinetic ward that increases your shield for a limited time.Slow Time ¢ÃÂÂ Slows multiple targets, dealing damage and weakening them. Key abilities: Dark Infusion ¢ÃÂÂ Heals a friendly
target.Innervate ¢ÃÂÂ Channel-heals an ally.Revivification ¢ÃÂÂ Applies a periodic healing effect to multiple Mend Mend ¢ÃÂÂ Places a mending Force on an ally. Key abilities: Plasma Brand ¢ÃÂÂ Engulfs your lightsaber in fiery plasma, instantly dealing damage and causing a burn effect.Overhead Slash ¢ÃÂÂ Executes an acrobatic attack that deals
weapon damage.Whirling Blaze ¢ÃÂÂ Hurls the main-hand weapon at a target, dealing damage and slowing its movement.Vigilant Thrust ¢ÃÂÂ Thrusts your weapon into the ground, causing a Force-empowered shockwave (AoE damage). Disciplines can now be chosen right from the very beginning. Links: SCOUNDREL The Scoundrel doesn¢ÃÂÂt
have time for polite and doesn¢ÃÂÂt do fair fight. All Sith Juggernauts learn to move in heavy armor and build extra energy to perform spectacular feats. The Utility section allows you to revert your choices as often as you like, which gives you an edge in battle as you are able to pick the best and most suitable passives for the upcoming boss or
warzone match. The Jedi Knight origin class story is considered to be the main storyline of the game. Powertech¢ÃÂÂs arsenal allows them to never back down while making sure their enemy burns out in a blaze of destruction. Marksmanship (Damage) One perfect shot has the potential to change everything, and no one is more precise than the
Marksmanship Sniper.Ã From the safety of cover, they ambush the enemy and follow up with an encore of penetrating blasts that make extra sure the job is done. Note: For this guide I have used text and graphics from the official website swtor.com as well as my personal knowledge and experience about all the classes, their respective disciplines
and mechanics. Links: OPERATIVE Operatives adapt to any environment and any circumstance to ensure the Empire¢ÃÂÂs agenda is achieved. Devastating blaster round combinations and relentless assault cannon volleys generate a spectacle of explosive brilliance. All Jedi Shadows use the Force to conceal themselves and move invisibly behind
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Weakens the target, freezing it in a place for a bit and causing damage over time.Force Serenity ¢ÃÂÂ Redistributes life from an enemy, while dealing internal damage to heal you.Vanquish ¢ÃÂÂ Vanquishes the target with mighty force, dealing instant damage and damage over time. Please note, the current level requirements for your Discipline Skill
Tree abilities is different, but the manner of earning and learning them is the same. BioWare never said it is the canon, but every evidence of promotional materials, clips and the game setting and missions design after the origin story ends, they all support the statement that the Knight is the main character and class of the game strictly from a story
perspective. Links: Focus (Damage) The ways of the Force can reveal themselves to a Jedi Knight through intense concentration and, most importantly, focus. Perfect for you to learn what your class can do. The best in shielding, defensive tactics and high-powered flamethrowers combine to make the Powertech an impenetrable one-man blockade,
getting up close and personal to take down enemies of all sizes. It¢ÃÂÂs available for download to my Patrons. Able to assail multiple targets at once while at the same time absorbing their vitality, the Balance Sage is a formidable presence in a long-range engagements. The air around a Sorcerer crackles with lightning, and all foolish enough oppose
a Sorcerer know suffering on a vast scale. Whether taking out a bunker or driving back an Imperial charge with a hail of concussive bolts, the Commando¢ÃÂÂs high-powered hardware dominates the scene, laying waste to all who fall within its range. All of them are different for each story and each class. Leaders on and off the battlefield, Guardians
also inspire allies to amazing Making them inestimable â € â €
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